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Dear Supporters
We thank you all for the interest and support over the past few months. Our goal is to expose this
dishonest and fraudulent conduct of the motor industry fully, regardless of the consequences. The
purpose of this leJer is to assure you of our commitment and dedicaKon, and to keep you abreast of
our progress.
This behaviour has been prevalent in this parKcular industry for many years, and it is sKll being
perpetuated on a daily basis, even though the book we have wriJen has been brought under the
aJenKon of many manufactures and dealerships.
We have approached each and every government insKtuKon and regulatory body of the industry in
an aJempt to put a stop to this and to retrieve the losses suﬀered by yourselves and the public at
large.
In addiKon we have engaged a team of legal experts who is assisKng us with legal research and the
formulaKon of our strategy. Subsequently the legal departments of two universiKes have also
declared their interest and are assisKng us in our cause. During the consultaKons to date we have
been assured that our research was thorough and that the allegaKons made in our book are legally
correct.
What we have learnt in the process is that this quest will have enormous repercussions for the
industry, and that the industry will oppose us at all costs. For this reason we have to ensure that our
approach and strategies are well constructed and that we have the support of all the regulatory
bodies aﬀecKng this industry. We are genuinely appreciaKve of their support and guidance.
We therefore request your paKence and ongoing support at this stage. We have made enormous
progress to date and we assure you that we will pursue this collecKve mission with all the eﬀort
required.
We can only act on behalf of the individuals who have referred their complaints and claims to us,
thereby granKng us the mandate to act on their behalf. Please spread the word and encourage
others to join you in supporKng us.
Without you and your support our mission will have no foundaKon.
Yours’ truly

John and Crystal
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